10th Annual SUO Meeting to Discuss Current Topics and Strategies
Co-Sponsored by the Society of Urologic Oncology and the National Cancer Institute
December 2 – 4, 2009
Natcher Conference Center
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, Maryland

All sessions located at the Natcher Center, unless otherwise noted.

Wednesday, December 2, 2009

6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.  Board of Directors Meeting
Location: Hyatt Regency Bethesda, Diplomat/Ambassador Room

6:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.  Young Urologic Oncologist Dinner
Location: Hyatt Regency Bethesda, Lalique Room

7:30 p.m.  #Y1 SERUM-SOLUBLE B7X IS ELEVATED IN PATIENTS WITH PROSTATE CANCER
Preston Sprenkle, R. Thompson, Xingxing Zang, Caroline Savage, Hikmat Alahamadie, Victor Reuter, James Eastham, Peter Scardino and James Allison
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, NY, NY
(Presented By: Preston Sprenkle)

7:40 p.m.  #Y2 IN VIVO DETECTION AND TREATMENT OF PROSTATE CANCER CELLS IN A LOCAL RECURRENCE MODEL BY A PSA-PROMOTER DEPENDENT ADENOVIRUS
Frederic Pouliot¹, Makoto Sato², Mai Johnson², Jeremy Burton², Steve Huyn² and Lily Wu²
¹Institute of Urologic Oncology, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA; ²Dept. of Pharmacology, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA
(Presented By: Frederic Pouliot)

7:50 p.m.  #Y3 COMPARATIVE RISK-ADJUSTED MORTALITY OUTCOMES FOLLOWING PRIMARY SURGERY, RADIATION THERAPY, AND ANDROGEN DEPRIVATION THERAPY FOR PROSTATE CANCER
Matthew Cooperberg¹, Andrew Vickers², Jeanette Broering¹ and Peter Carroll¹
¹UCSF, San Francisco, CA; ²Memorial Sloan-Kettering, New York, NY
(Presented By: Matthew Cooperberg)